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1.  Between 1900 and 1920, the population of Texas grew, much of this growth
      resulted from people _______________ into the state.
2.  Most Germans that came to Texas became _______________.
3.  Reflecting its diversity, Texas had ________ foreign-language newspaper 
       in 1919.
4.  Around 1900,  Mexican immigrants began to arrive in large numbers for the first 
       time since the Texas Revolution, why were they coming?
        ____________________________________________________________________
5.  Between 1900 and 1920, the number of Mexican immigrants in Texas tripled to
        about ____________.
6.  During the first decades of the 1900s, many african Americans left Texas farms
      and moved to the states _______________.
7.  African American businesses, in turn, provided ____________, ____________,
      and ____________ to the African American community.
8.  What was the center of African American urban life? ______________________
9.  Why  did African Americans feel the need to form their own societies and
       organizations in Texas cities? _________________________________________
10.  Almost ______ percent of married African American women in the state's 
         largest cities worked outside the home.
11.  As late as 1920, _________ out of every _________ Texans lived in places with
          a population of fewer than 2,500 people.
12.  What remained the main occupation and source of income for Texans into the
          1920s? ______________________________
13.  ____________ was still the most important cash crop, and Texas grew far more
        of it than any other state.
14.  The early 1900s marked the end of the _________________ in Texas.
15.  __________ was the second to cotton in the eastern half of the state. ___________,
         another type of grain, was the leading crop in the western half.
16.  The cost of living ____________ between 1913 and 1920, but farm incomes 
          remained the same.
17.  By 1930, _________ of white farmers and ____________ of African American
         farmers worked land they did not own.
18.  Many workers on Texas farms were hired hands. A large number were
         _______________ or ________________.
19.  Farm hands were paid by how much __________ they worked or the amount
         of _________ they gathered.
20.  Sometimes ______________ and members of other _______________ helped
         out harvesting the crops.
21.  In the early 1900s, most farms used little machinery. On cotton farms, farmers and 
         their hired hands plowed with ______________.
22.  By the 1920s, ______________ had become a common sight on the High Plains and 
          in the Rio Grande Valley.
23.  ____________ faced more challenges than almost any other rural group.
24.  Very few Texas farms had ________________, and even fewer had ________________.
25.  Most farm women tried to go to town once a week, usually to attend _____________
          or meetings of ________________________.


